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Workshop Series Timeline
• September 24, 2020Session 1

• Due back October 8Assignment  1 – Gap Analysis

• October 30, 2020Session 2

• Due back November 13Assignment 2 – Gap Analysis

• December 11, 2020Session 3

• Due 2 weeks after session 3Assignment 3 – Q&A

• Jan 29, 2021, 1-2pm CTSession 4 – Student Panel

• 1 week before session 5Prep for Session 5

• March 26, 2021Session 5 – Wrap Up

• Early April 2021Final Report
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Presentation Notes
BobOverview of timeline of all the workshops 



Thank you, NSF
This work was made possible in part by a grant from the 

National Science Foundation (ATE DUE #1700624).

Any opinions, findings, and conclusions or recommendations 
expressed in this material are those of the author(s) and do 

not necessarily reflect the views of the National Science 
Foundation.
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Thank you, Normandale

DELIVER Project Team @ Normandale
Nancy Louwagie, PI; Program Chair, Intro to Vac Tec
Tom Johnson, Co-PI; VACT Instructor
Dr. Ruth Robinson, Co-PI; CHEM faculty, VACT instructor
John Lasswell, Sr. Personnel; VACT Instructor
Dr. Angela Foudray, Sr. Personnel; PHYS, ENGR, VACT 
Instructor
Rand Whillock, Sr. Personnel; VACT Automation Instructor
Steve Osell, Lab Assistant
Cindy Zoul, Grants Development Specialist
Tim Lapanne, Kim Klein, Student Services
Bob Bailey, External Evaluator, Outcomes Consulting Services
Sarah Holsted, Communications Specialist

Workshop Organizers
Nancy Louwagie

Bob Bailey
Sarah Holsted

With gratitude for the support of the 
administration of Normandale 
Community College and
the DELIVER Project team.

Cary Komoto, Dean
Science, Technology, 

Engineering, and Math Division

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sarah2: Workshop OrganizersGood morning and welcome to the first session in the workshop series Shaping the Future of Vacuum Technology Education. I am Sarah Holsted, Communications Specialist for the DELIVER Project at Normandale Community College. I worked with Bob Bailey, External Evaluator, and Nancy Louwagie, Principal Investigator for the DELIVER Project to organize this workshop series. We had intended to meet face-to-face for a day this summer but evolved those plans into a series of five online sessions. Thank you for joining us for the first workshop!3: Presenters for Workshop 1Our presenters for this kick-off session are: Nancy Louwagie, Bob Bailey, Ruth Robinson, and Tom Johnson. But we have organized this workshop series because we want to hear your perspective on the future of vacuum technology education. I’ll go over a few ground rules now to make sure everyone can join in the discussion.  



Technology Orientation

Control features
1) Mute
2) Camera
3) Chat
4) Raise 

Hand-> 
Reactions 

Process
•Summary in 
chat box
•Raise hand and 
/ or chat
•Q&A breaks

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sarah4: OrientationNancy, Bob, and I are co-hosts of this zoom meeting. My role is to monitor the chat, keep time, and troubleshoot as needed. During the meeting, you can send a chat to me personally if there are technical issues. The zoom features we’ll be using are: cameras, microphones, chat, and breakout rooms. You are all entering the meeting muted. Later in the presentation, we will enable your microphones for Q&A and the breakout sessions. You can pop a question into the chat [found here] any time or [raise your hand] to make a comment. We trust that both in the chat and in spoken comments, you will be courteous to fellow participants and abide by [Normandale’s code of conduct]. Anyone who uses chat or makes comments in an abusive or threatening way will be removed from this workshop.During this workshop, the presentations will be recorded, but the Q&A and the breakout sessions will not be. What you type into the chat will not be recorded with the video. We will make every effort to tell you when recording begins and ends, but you can always check the top right of your screen for the red light icon.A page on the Normandale Vacuum Technology Department website was created to support this workshop series. [I’ve put the URL in the chat.] https://www.normandale.edu/departments/stem-and-education/vacuum-and-thin-film-technology/shaping-the-future-of-vacuum-technology-education The slides, handouts, and recordings for each workshop will be posted here. At the end of each workshop, you will be invited to complete a very quick survey about your experience. It should only take 2-3 minutes. Please take a moment to do this to help us improve the next workshop.So again, welcome, we’re glad you’re here, and I’ll turn it over to Nancy.



Workshop Series Agenda and Objectives
Past

• Provide history 
and context

• REVAMP and 
DELIVER 
Projects at 
Normandale
• Results
• Impact 

Present

• Map the current 
state of vacuum 
technology in the 
U.S.
• Identification of 

gaps
• Industry 

perspective
• Student 

perspective
• Demonstrations 

of current 
practice

Future

• Plan for growing 
and sustaining 
the program
• Identification of 

opportunities 
and needs 

• Identification of 
sectors 

• Brainstorm 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BobPast – history of program at NCC; impact of REVAMP and DELIVERPresent – Map the current state of vac tech education was one of the proposed outcomes of DELIVERFuture – plan for enrollment trends, plan for growing and sustaining the program (enrollment trends, partnerships, course access preferences, credential preferences, instructional talent, equipment needs, instructional technology platforms) (NL)



Present: Map the current state of vacuum 
technology education in the U.S.

Identify 
Gaps

• Assignment 1: Gap Analysis on Vacuum Tech Education
• Session 2: Develop Issue Trees
• Session 3: Review Issue Tree Summary
• Session 4: Student panel discussion
• Session 5: Develop Solution Tree

Industry 
Perspective

• Spring 2020: Industry survey
• Session 2: Society of Vacuum Coaters presentation
• Session 3: Review report from industry survey; Industry and R&D panel discussion
• Assignment 3: Complete Q&A, writing assignment

Demo of
Current
Practice

• Session 1: Overview of Anywhere Technical Education Classroom & 
Foundations of Vacuum Tech (VACT 1010)

• Session 2: Intro to Vac Tech (VACT 1292) & Rough Vacuum Equipment Trainer system
• Session 3: Thin Film Deposition (VACT 2297) & Remotely operated deposition system
• Session 4: Vacuum Analysis & Troubleshooting (VACT 2293) & 

High Vacuum Equipment Trainer system

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BobDrilling down on where this is all headed:This is all leading to the final report.Still to do is the student perspective.To prepare for this session, you received a summary of the Issue Tree exercise results and a summary report of the survey results. These helped inform the questions that we’ll ask the panelists and that we’ll discuss in the breakout session. You should have also received a video of Tom Johnson demo-ing the remotely operated deposition system and talking about how that supports the Thin Film Deposition course. We’ll hear from Tom after the panel discussion.Any questions about the documents now?



Vac Tech Program History

1996

• Normandale 
Community College 

begins to offer 
credentialing in vacuum 

technology

2014
• National 

Science 
Foundation 

(Project 
ReVAMP, NSF 

DUE #1400408)

2017
• Project 

DELIVER 
(NSF DUE 

#1700624)

2020-2021
• Workshop series 

designed to examine 
vacuum technology 
education in the U.S. 
and to develop a 
framework for the 
future

Growth and 
Sustainability

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NancyNote the four key milestones in the program’s historySince 1996, Normandale Community College (Bloomington, MN) has offered credentialing in vacuum technology for the advanced manufacturing industries in the Twin Cities area. In 2014, Normandale received a grant from the National Science Foundation (Project ReVAMP, NSF DUE #1400408) to update course content and assemble the infrastructure (telepresence classroom; Vacuum Education Training systems) to deliver hands-on vacuum technology education in real time across the country. Normandale continues this work with Project DELIVER (NSF DUE #1700624) while scaling up the number of business and academic partners who enroll their employees and students. This virtual workshop series, originally planned as a 1.5 day in-person experience, will provide an opportunity to examine in-depth the environment for vacuum technology education in the U.S. and to develop a framework to ensure that there is capacity to educate a national workforce capable of participating in advanced manufacturing and vacuum-reliant businesses in the future.The ultimate goal is to get the program to a point where it is growing and sustainable



Distance Education and Learning in Vacuum Technology 
for Employment (DELIVER) NSF DUE #1700624

Expand pathways 
through easy access

Asynchronous 
foundations 

course

Expanded 
telepresence to 

capstone 
courses

“Focused 
track” 

credential 

VACT certificate

Increase pool of instructors

Instructor guide 
VACT 1292

Semester long 
class 

observation, 
teaching 

partnership

Industry 
partners

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NancyNSF ATE Project, 2017-2020, DUE #1700624Build on the outcomes from REVAMPProject objectivesExpand pathways into vacuum technology through development of asynchronous e-learning/online learning courses in foundations of vacuum technology and preparatory math and vacuum science.Meet the education and credential needs of students and businesses by developing and testing a “focused track” credential that provides businesses with rapid access to skilled, knowledgeable technicians and that can be delivered to distance learnersDevelop and share best practices in vacuum technology instruction to increase access to instructors with industry experience who are available to teach in vacuum technology programs.Foundations in Vacuum Technology (VACT 1010) developed and offered beginning March 201852 learning objectives in vacuum technology, math, chemistry and physics8 on-line modules with quizzes4-9 interactive videos2 student activities with 5 online simulation labsConcept Inventory testDistance delivery of VACT 2297 using telepresence technologyInstructor guide for VACT 1292Dissemination – presented at five (5) events The process of validating the Concept Inventory quiz for use as an assessment tool for incoming students continues.Obtained DVET (Disposition Vacuum Equipment Trainer) for use in VACT 2297Refine and expanded distance delivery capabilities for VACT 2297VACT 1292 instructor guide validatedVACT 2293 instructor onboarding process testedDeveloped formal relationship with an industry group SVCDissemination – presented at eight (8) events  



Reach of Vac Tech Program since 2014
State # Enrolled

MI 2
FL 3
OR 3
WI 4
NY 7
PA 8
NI 9
TX 29
UT 55
CA 90
MN 165

Traditional 
Student / 
Unknown 
Affiliation

192

90

2

3

3 4 7

8

9

29

55

165

192

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nancy List of companies and locations– use logos?16 industry partners representing locations in MN, UT, TX, PA, OR, FL, MI.  Academic partners from ReVAMP located in NY and WI.  Natl Lab located in CA.  And partnership with Society of Vacuum Coaters a professional organization. 13 Vacuum Technology Certificates have been conferred to individuals at distance locations (CA, TX and UT).



Partners: Industry, Academic, 
Professional Society

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nancy List of companies and locations– use logos?16 industry partners representing locations in MN, UT, TX, PA, OR, FL, MI.  Academic partners from ReVAMP located in NY and WI.  Natl Lab located in CA.  And partnership with Society of Vacuum Coaters a professional organization. 13 Vacuum Technology Certificates have been conferred to individuals at distance locations (CA, TX and UT).
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Practical Application of Vacuum Technology Theory -
Vacuum Analysis & Troubleshooting (VACT 2293)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good afternoon.In this course, our purpose is to demonstrate how the theory learned in VACT 1292 can be practically applied to the problems faced in the field.  



General Format of 
VACT 2293 Classes

Logistics
Attendance
Announcements
Administrative Tasks

Safety Conversation Brief overview of OSHA General Industry 
Vacuum Technology focused wherever possible

Questions Since Last Time 
Homework Review
Exam Review & Discussion
“Stuff I Saw at Work…” discussion

Lab Experience Related to the 
Class Session Theme

Hands On – as much as possible
Remote Control – Lesker 36, Automated HVET
Demonstrations & Examples

Class Session Theme Discussion
Equipment significance, features, & functionality
Operation & Maintenance
Safety - Hazards, exposures, risk
“It’s the same thing you will see on the job”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Class sessions follow a consistent format based on a theme.  Our instructional principle is to use the principle of Guided Discovery to show what is demonstrated in the classroom is identical in concept and function to practical industrial and research applications.  At the same time, we make a strong effort to include the understanding of safety concerns related to vacuum equipment into each class session.



2293 Class Themes
Spring 2021

1. Introduction to High Vacuum 
Operations

2. Relevant Physical Concepts
3. Gas Load & Vapor Pressure
4. Considerations in System Design
5. Problem Solving and 

Troubleshooting
6. Pressure Measurement under 

Vacuum Conditions
7. Turbo & Molecular Drag Pumps
8. Rough Pumps/Diffusion Pumps

9. Cryogenic Pumps
10. Using Multiple Pumps/Vacuum 

Hardware
11. Residual Gas Analysis
12. Leak Detection
13. Plasma & Pressure Control
14. Plasma & Vacuum Coating
15. Ultra High Vacuum
16. Web Handling

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The themes used for each class session relate directly to equipment , operations, and maintenance issues encountered in the field.  These are the topics that will be covered during the current semester.



Primary Teaching Tool:
High Vacuum Education Trainer (HVET)

Components
•VC – Vacuum Chamber
•V1 – Roughing Valve
•P1 – Roughing Pump
•G1 – Roughing Gauge
•V2 – Venting Valve
•V3 – High Vac Valve
•V4 – Foreline Valve
•P2 – High Vac Pump
•G2 – High Vac Gauge
•Not Shown:

–Butterfly Valve
–Mass Flow Controller
–LabJack Interface Device

VC

P2

P1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The HVET is our primary tool for demonstrating vacuum principles under high vacuum conditions.  This system replicates all the hardware and equipment needed for a functional vacuum system used by industry.  We typically achieve a pressure in the range of 10-5 Torr with this system, and with modest improvements can reach 10-6 Torr.  The KF flange system allows easy attachment of accessories for experiments where the butterfly valve and mass flow controller are also used.  Finally, we use the Labjack to automatically collect pressure information from our electronic gauges – but we also explore manual data collection techniques that might be more applicable in the field.



Other Lab Tools & Equipment

•Lesker NANO 36 Thin Film Coater
•Rough Vacuum Trainer (RVET)
•Sputter Coater
•Evaporative Coater
•Cryogenic Pumping System
•Ion pump

•Leak Detectors
•Residual Gas Analyzers
•“Show & Tell” artifacts
•Small Library
•Danielson articles
•Soon…

–Automated HVET
–Automated RVET

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our lab is favored with a range of equipment, both functional and non-functional, which are shared with students. Many of these toys have been generously provided by industry or purchased on favorable terms from commercial suppliers,  Soon…we expect to deploy an Automated HVET and RVET systems.  This will allow students at remote sites to operate the trainers.  The need for these enhanced systems is driven by the need to give students hands on experience in the age of COVID; also, it will reduce issues with shipping HVET and RVET units to student sites throughout the nation.  These improved systems are being developed with the participation and assistance of NCC students from several different programs.--Our students learn by doing.  In this experiment, the system with the stainless-steel bell jar has achieved a base pressure one order of magnitude lower than the system with the plastic bell jar. This activity clearly shows that the selection of different materials of construction can cause a wide variation in vacuum system performance.



Demonstrating the Science

Presenter
Presentation Notes
.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The last slide in every class is to reinforce that being safe is the most important thing we do on the job every day.  And that getting home safely is important too.



Q&A Break

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Stop recordingSarahRoughly 30 minutes
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The State of Vacuum Technology: Applied Learning
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Bob Bailey – Panel Moderator
External Evaluator, Project DELIVER
Outcomes Consulting Services
Virginia

Workshop 4 Panelists

Anthony Lopez, Texas
Fall 2018 - Spr 2020
Vac Tech Certificate

Antonio Correa Barrios, California
Sum 2017– Spring 2018
Vac Tech Certificate

Patrick Perez, California
Fall 2017 – Fall 2018
Vac Tech Certificate

Jesse Sietsema, Minnesota
Spr 2015 – Spr 2016
A.A.S. Vacuum & Thin Film Technology

Phuong Phan, Minnesota
Spr 2017 – Spr 2018
Vac Tech Certificate

Zachery Bailey, Minnesota
Sum 2018 – Spr 2020
A.A.S. Vacuum & Thin Film Technology

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sarah



Assignment
Solution Tree

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Stop recordingSarahRoughly 30 minutes



Next Steps
• Today: Complete the end-of-workshop survey: 

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/2ZJQ8YR
• Next week: Expect an e-mail from Normandale with

• Link to end-of-workshop survey
• Attachment: Assignment 4
• Attachment: Instructions for application for stipend
• Link to workshop website at Normandale

https://www.normandale.edu/departments/stem-and-education/vacuum-and-thin-film-technology/shaping-the-future-of-vacuum-technology-education

• Session 5 – Friday, March 26 1 – 2:30 pm

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nancy

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/2ZJQ8YR
https://www.normandale.edu/departments/stem-and-education/vacuum-and-thin-film-technology/shaping-the-future-of-vacuum-technology-education
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This work was made possible in part by a grant from the
National Science Foundation (ATE DUE #1700624)

MARCH 26, 2021

THANK YOU!!!
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